Welcome to SCIT! The premier IT Business School
By accepting this provisional admission offered to you, you will become one of the privileged SCITians. SCIT will mark an important phase in your professional career and lead you to a world of learning.

Learning is an experience that makes one grow into a professional. It has several aspects and not just academics that make growing a special phenomenon. Many graduates experience this edge when they enter the business world and are able to use it to their advantage.

Do go through the various details given in the website (www.scit.edu) and send us your affirmation that you have read and understood the instructions given in it and you are ready to join us in accomplishing SCIT mission of “Creating proactive IT professionals dedicated to excellence who deliver innovative solutions that improve the performance of their organizations” with full zeal and enthusiasm.

| 1-year PGDITBM programme | Total Fee: Rs. 5,89,500/- | Inclusive of Hostel fee, Mess fee, Security Deposit, Academic fee and non-refundable pre-induction module fees of Rs. 35,000/- |

Admission Offer Acceptance Declaration

I have read the details given at www.scit.edu/pgditbm.php and I understand the rules, regulations and guidelines related to PGDITBM admission and agree to abide by them.
I understand this is a provisional admission subject to my fulfilling the eligibility requirements of Symbiosis International University.

Candidate Name: ______________________________
Registration No.: ____________

Date ___________________________ Candidate Signature ______________________